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“8 of 10 CEOs see significant change ahead” 
- 2008 IBM CEO Survey

Change is the new norm

The internet of people is over one 
billion strong.  The internet of 

things is almost one trillion.
By 2010, there will be 30 billion 
RFID tags in circulation

Soon there will be over 
2 billion people on the web

IBM Sequoia Super Computer…
It would take the entire population of the earth, 

about six billion, each of us working a handheld calculator 
at the rate of one second per calculation, more than 

320 years to do what Sequoia can do in one day.

China sends more text messages in 
a week than the U.S. does in 1 year

There are 1 billion
camera phones in 

use today
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change is inevitable.   Children grow older, businesses grow or collapse, countries get new leaders, new products are invented.In today’s business world, change is happening at a faster rate than ever:Technological – mobile devices are becoming pervasive.  Will your business capitalize on it or be left behind?Economic – we are in a global economic downturn.  Can your company realize the upside of a downturn?Business – your competitor is hungry AND sharp.  How will you respond to their latest offering?  Can you respond quickly to beat them?This page shows several examples of change.  Businesses need to expect change and be poised to use it to their advantage.  Sadly, most businesses are falling behind.  IDC quote - “Because of the worldwide financial crisis, IDC expects spending on technology by enterprises to grow by just 2.6% next year. IDC has also revised the 2009 US spending growth rate to just 0.9%. Cisco, Nortel, Dell and others have already indicated that they've seen or expect to see IT spending drop.”– ZDNet UK, November 13, 2008  - “IDC’s Analyst firm cuts IT-spending outlook for 2009”Cost structure quote - “The message for IT is clear; business needs and expects greater agility from IT. The current approaches to project prioritization, resourcing, agility and governance are clearly not satisfying customer needs. A new approach to IT delivery models and sourcing options is required that allows IT organizations to be more responsive to the needs of the business.”– Gartner, October 14, 2008, “Changing the Cost Structure of IT Will Become a Business Imperative for Most CIOs”The problem is not that change is happening.  It’s just that businesses are not keeping pace.  What about your business?Note that the Roadrunner example is already out of date. A February 2009 article talks about Sequoia and Dawn. Sequoia will be based on future IBM BlueGene technology, exceed 20 petaflops (quadrillion floating operations per second) and will be delivered in 2011 with operational deployment in 2012.  Dawn, an initial delivery system to lay the applications foundation for multi-petaflop computing, will be based on BlueGene/P technology, reach speeds of 500 teraflops (trillion floating operations per second) and is scheduled for operational deployment in early 2009.•    Sequoia will represent a significant leap forward in compute power.  With top speeds of 20 petaflops Sequoia will be approximately 15 times faster than today’s most powerful supercomputer and offers more processing power than the entire list of Top500 supercomputers running today. That's the equivalent of completing calculations in around eight hours that would take a typical Intel-powered (nasdaq: INTC - news - people ) laptop 20,000 years--or, by IBM's count, the ability to finish in one hour a series of computations that would require the entire population of the planet, armed with pocket calculators, 320 years to complete. •    Sequoia will primarily be used to ensure the safety and reliability of the nation’s nuclear weapons stockpile. It will also be used for research into astronomy, energy, human genome science and climate change.•    Sequoia will be based on future IBM BlueGene technology and use 1.6 million IBM POWER processors and 1.6 perabytes of memory, which are housed in 96 refrigerator sized racks occupying just 3422 square feet The Sequoia system will deploy a state of the art switching infrastructure that will take advantage of advanced fiber optics at all levels.The article is at http://dailyconnect.in/2009/02/05/ibm-designs-two-new-supercomputer-sequoia-and-dawn/.  Recommend showing chart with Roadrunner, mentioning Sequoia, and pointing out how fast the feeds and speeds go out of date.
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50% of outsourced projects 
are expected to under perform

IT skills shortage reaches 
highest level in 10 years

Ohio election web site 
shut down after being 
hacked

North Carolina 
Jobless Claims 
Crash State's Web Site

Change can be very disruptive

COBOL thwarts 
California's 
“Governator”

All software systems crashed
due to software bug 
when F-22 flew over 
international dateline

View fashion 
shows and 
collections on 
your iPhone

Mobile phone provider “3” 
launches new handset to 
allow users to make free 

calls via Skype

Malta is building a 
smart grid to link
the power and 
water systems

Change can be very disruptive an opportunity

“The gap between expected change and the ability 
to manage it has almost tripled since 2006.”

– 2008 IBM CEO study
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Change can be good.  Companies that leverage new technologies can be extremely successful at changing how the world operates day to day.  How often do you use Google each day? Wikipedia? Ask your kids about Facebook or Myspace.  Could you do without your Blackberry or iPhone? Would you want to?Most companies are powered by big IT shops.  In many cases, it is the IT infrastructure that cannot keep up with change because it is not flexible.  Instead of being a key enabler of change, IT is often a burden.  Think ball & chain. �Companies embrace modernization to address the inflexibility in their existing enterprise systems – their processes, their people, their teams, and their assets.  Any one of them could be a bottleneck and keep your company from beating your competition with “the next new thing”.This page has numerous examples of failures.  They occur every day and are described in great detail in the print and online media.  FAA computer failure - http://blogs.zdnet.com/projectfailures/?p=996California COBOL - http://www.theregister.co.uk/2008/08/14/cobol_california/�Select Comfort - http://blogs.zdnet.com/projectfailures/?p=1217UK Transportation Department - http://blogs.zdnet.com/projectfailures/?p=1187History’s worse software bugs - http://www.wired.com/software/coolapps/news/2005/11/69355IT Skill shortage - http://www.computing.co.uk/computing/news/2209287/skills-shortage-skyrocketsOhio election - http://www.reuters.com/article/domesticNews/idUSTRE49K96820081021NC web site crash - http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/01/06/north-carolina-jobless-cl_n_155786.htmlGraying of IT workforce - http://wwww.networkworld.com/columnists/2007/021207musthaler.html?page=2
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Is your IT infrastructure flexible enough?

“The message for IT is clear; business needs and 
expects greater agility from IT. The current 
approaches to project prioritization, resourcing, 
agility and governance are clearly not satisfying 
customer needs. A new approach to IT delivery 
models and sourcing options is required that 
allows IT organizations to be more responsive to 
the needs of the business.”

– Gartner, October 14, 2008, “Changing the Cost 
Structure of IT Will Become a Business Imperative for 
Most CIOs”

IT
Infrastructure
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Treat your software as a strategic business process 

5

Efficiency

Control

Business 
Value

Individual Team BusinessOrganization

Global 
effectiveness

and collaboration

Predictable
governance 
and asset 
utilization

Software investment 
management 
aligned with 

business and 
operational 
priorities

Productivity 
through 

automation

 Reduce human error
 Reduce manual tasks 
 Improve release quality 

 Improve business 
flexibility and lower 
costs / risk
 Improve stakeholder 

satisfaction & output
 Accelerate progress
 Reduce scrap / rework
 Reduce cost of change

 Improve team 
productivity 
 Reduce custom  

training and tooling 
variants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How software is viewed has changed over time.  In the past the focus was on improving productivity of a single software developer.  Can automation help Johnny program faster?Then teams became scattered worldwide so global collaboration in software development became important.   Will my teams in China and Raleigh be ready to build next Thursday?  How can we schedule a conference call when there is a 12 hour time difference with India?Next came concerns about governance.  How do I not create the same software asset in San Francisco and Winchester?  What can I tell the CIO about the status of this project when I’m not sure myself?�That takes us to the far right of the graph.  Software is viewed as a strategic business asset which can be leveraged as a differentiator.  How do I link my business and IT strategies together?  How can deliver what the business needs to keep us ahead of our competition?
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 Enterprise Modernization – leverage a consolidated infrastructure to harness 
the same power and flexibility for all types of applications, no matter what 
platform they are deployed on

 IT Business Transformation – align your IT infrastructure with your business 
strategy and vision to innovate new business strategies and meet long term 
objectives 

 Complex/Embedded Systems – deliver innovative software for your products, 
while integrating across mechanical, electronic, and software domains

Rational’s 3 solution areas

Mfg 
Systems

Supply 
Chain 

Customer 
Support

LogisticsMfg 
Systems

Supply 
Chain 

Customer 
Support

Logistics
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“We don’t understand the effort, risk 
and impact of modernizing our 

legacy software portfolio”

“Our development teams working on 
different platforms are struggling to 

communicate. How do we collaborate in 
the context of our work?”

“Our skills gap just seems to keep 
growing. How do we stay current with all 
the language and technology changes?”

“Our architecture has evolved to be too 
complex and convoluted– we need to 

be flexible and agile.”

People ChallengesApplication Challenges Team Challenges

Key modernization challenges for IT organizations

 Skills lock-in
 Plethora of new technologies
 Unattractive, low productivity tools
 Steep learning curve due to 

platform/language-unique tools

 Lost application knowledge
 Architectural complexity
 Poor quality and performance
 Regulatory and compliance risks

 Poor communication
 Incompatible tools & processes 

across platforms
 Weak project oversight
 Lack of traceability across lifecycle
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Applications is all about how you can be smart in building the applications that run your business.  Several key questions:What assets do we have and how can we best reuse them. Applications built over decades are still driving core business processes, with original authors long retired or working for your competitor.How do my assets align with my business processes?  For example, what changes are needed if I outsource my Call Center – what applications are involved?  How can I build a flexible application architecture which can respond to change?  How can I embrace SOA incrementally?Quality and performance are a real problem, especially as our architectures and processes get more complex.  What are the best practices for producing good quality, high performance code?How can I manage regulatory and compliance to reduce risk?  We don’t want a company failure to be on the evening news. People focuses on the employees who build the applications.  We have smart people.  How can we help them deliver their best work?If we have 200 Java programmers, 300 web developers, and 500 COBOL programmers, we don’t have 1000 general-purpose employees we can respond to any project – we have 1000 programmers who cannot move across the silos of technologies, tools, and processes created by different platforms.New technology is coming out faster than our employees can keep up.  What are best practices for keeping pace? For leveraging the technology without being an expert in it?Our green-screen IDEs are repulsive to the young college students we want to hire.  Is there something more modern…. that will also boost the productivity of my existing employees, especially since we’re being asked to do more with less?Each platform has its own technology, its own tooling, its own infrastructure, and its own processes.  They don’t even talk the same language.  How can we help?Team is about smart ways for the people to work together to build high quality applications in a timely manner, especially in a globally dispersed world.Handoffs between teams are poor and are complicated even more when the teams are 12 hours apart.  Scheduling daily meetings between the Ireland, India, China, Silicon Valley, and Boston just doesn’t work --- but that’s where our development teams are.70% of all web projects include an enterprise back-end system, and yet the tools, languages, and process used by the web and enterprise teams are not only different, but they are not integrated.  Is there something that can help?Because of non-integrated tools across the platforms, and geographically dispersed teams, we have no single picture of how our multiplatform project is doing.  Can you help?Sometimes the end product bears no resemblance to the original customer requirements.  How can I trace a requirement from creation, through architecture and design, to code, to functional and system test, and eventual delivery to my customer?
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Enterprise Modernization solutions
A smarter way to maximize the value of your applications, people and teams

Applications

Teams People

For more information, visit: 
www.ibm.com/rational/modernization

Consolidate team 
infrastructure

to increase efficiency, 
collaboration, 

and governance across 
software lifecycle

Reduce application 
maintenance costs, increase 
agility to respond to change 
and increase overall quality

Achieve greater business
agility and productivity
by leveraging existing

domain knowledge 
and new talent
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Presentation Notes
The speaker notes on this page are similar to the previous page.  This is the EM 1-pager so it needs to be able to stand alone, complete with talking points.This page summarizes Rational’s Enterprise Modernization Overview for 2009.  Businesses need to proactively manage change, instead of struggling to keep up.  Our Enterprise Modernization story focuses on best practices for managing an enterprise’s Applications, People, and Team to achieve the optimal business value in today’s tough economic climate.Applications is all about how you can be smart in building the applications that run your business.  Several key questions:What assets do we have and how can we best reuse them. Applications built over decades are still driving core business processes, with the original authors long retired or working for your competitor.How do my assets align with my business processes?  For example, what changes are needed if I outsource my Call Center? What applications are important when we merge with Company X next quarter?  How can I build a flexible application architecture which can respond to change?  SOA seems to be the answer, but how can I embrace SOA incrementally?  Can I use what I have now?  How do I start building new services?Quality and performance are a real problem, especially as our architectures and processes get more complex.  What are the best practices for producing good quality, high performance code?How can I manage regulatory and compliance to reduce risk?  We don’t want a company failure to be on the evening news. People focuses on the employees who build the applications.  We have smart people.  How can we help them deliver their best work?If we have 200 Java programmers, 300 web developers, and 500 COBOL programmers, we don’t have 1000 general-purpose employees that can respond to any project – we have 1000 programmers who cannot move across the silos of technologies, tools, and processes created by the different platforms.New technology is coming out faster than our employees can keep up.  What are best practices for keeping pace and for leveraging the technology without being an expert in it?  We want to build multi-platform applications, but cannot take the time to learn every platform-unique detail.Our green-screen IDEs are repulsive to the young college students we want to hire.  Is there something more modern…. that will also boost the productivity of my existing employees, especially since we’re being asked to do more with less?Each platform has its own technology, its own tooling, its own infrastructure, and its own processes.  They don’t even talk the same language.  Can IBM help?Team is about smart ways for the people to work together to build high quality applications in a timely manner, especially in today’s geographically dispersed world.Handoffs between teams are poor and they’re complicated even more when the teams are 12 hours apart.  Scheduling daily meetings between the Ireland, India, China, Silicon Valley, and Boston teams just doesn’t work --- but that’s where our development teams are.70% of all web projects include an enterprise back-end system, and yet the tools, languages, and processes used by the web and enterprise teams are not only different, but they are not integrated.  The terminology isn’t even the same! Is there something that can help?Because of non-integrated tools across the platforms, and geographically dispersed teams, we have no single picture of how our multiplatform project is doing.  Sometimes our end product bears no resemblance to the original customer requirements.  How can I trace a requirement from creation, through architecture and design, to code, to functional and system test, and eventual delivery to my customer? 
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Application challenges

CIO

Architect

Development   
Lead

Tester

Developer

“I need to reduce my annual IT budget by 10 percent. Which 
applications can I sunset?”

“Our architecture has evolved to be too complex and convoluted. Can SOA 
help us build applications that are flexible and agile?”

“Our distributed applications increasingly rely on access to System z
data and applications. How can we determine the impact of all the changes 
we need to make?”

“We’re using XML to define shared data across multiple applications.
Can I use XML with my older COBOL and PL/I applications?”

“Changes to applications have been patched together for so many years 
that we now have many challenges with the quality and performance 
of our legacy applications.”

Applications

Teams People
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Presentation Notes
This page presents another perspective on the challenges to building high quality, flexible applications.  Each employee in your company has a different perspective, from the CIO who is concerned with significantly reducing costs to the developer and tester who see their code as a quilt patched together over 30 years and wonder how to make it all work together.
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Manage the applications that run your business
Link your business strategy & enterprise architecture

Auto manufacturer used WSAA to automate identifying changes required to permit 
ordering cars with more than 16 options. Used Rational solutions to create 

automated test environment for changes.  Saved $12M on first project.

Align IT investments with business goals
Rational System Architect  
Rational Focal Point

Manage reusable assets, business rules and services
Rational Asset Manager
ILOG Business Rules Management Systems (BRMS)
WebSphere Service Registry and Repository

Discover, analyze and manage application portfolio
Rational Asset Analyzer
WebSphere Studio Asset Analyzer

Applications

Teams People

Simplify data management during application 
consolidation & retirement
Optim Data Growth Solution

10

 Restore lost application knowledge
 Quickly determine full impact of proposed changes
 Identify and eliminate dead code
 Understand code complexity, opportunities for simplification

 Manage the evolution of your application portfolio 
 Make IT decisions within context of your enterprise 

architecture - link applications, deployed systems, 
organizations, business processes

 Speed the efficiency of decision-making with up to date 
dashboards

 Make decisions to sunset applications based on 
business value

Operationalize reuse
 Reap benefits of SOA and reuse via proactive 

asset management 
 Monitor the health and quality of your applications over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a automobile factory, it would be irresponsible if your assembly line ran out of a particular part, or worse yet did not know how many of each part they had available to place on the line. Or what performance criteria parts are engineered to deliver.  For our business’s operational data we have built sophisticated data warehouses and empowered analysts and managers with leading Business Intelligence tools.  Yet the majority of large enterprises cant answer a basic question such as what programs files and screens support a particular business process?  Or does the code supporting that business process comply with our coding standards?  Or does the code in the 20% of our transactions consuming 80% of our hardware resources comply with best practices for efficient code performance? In software, we build new applications without realizing we already have code in our portfolio that performs the same function.  We spend days testing changes to dead code.  We struggle with business process improvement initiatives that become confounded by intertwined software applications.  It isn’t that we cannot learn COBOL or Java or any other language.  The problem is we don’t know how this application works, why the programmer (who has been retired 10 years) made certain decisions.  And this isn’t just a COBOL problem – Java has been around 10 years already.  The original programmer for the apps you’re modifying is likely in a different job, maybe in a different company.This page discusses best practices forAligning your IT infrastructure with your business processesUnderstanding what assets you have and determining how to best leverage themHaving quick, readily available dashboards to help you make smart decisions with respect to your portfolioMaking sure your requirements are captured well, understood, and well documentedImproving productivity of developers and analysts by 40% Rational Asset Analyzer / WebSphere Studio Asset Analyzer - Rational Asset Analyzer provides insight into dependencies within and among System z and composite applications.  It provides IT professional with a blueprint of the overall dependencies between programs, files, screens, jobs and transactions.  Reduce or eliminate outages caused by a developer modifying code and not realizing the impact that modification would have on other components.Rational Asset Manager - RAM helps create, modify, govern, find and reuse any type of development assets, including SOA and systems development assets.  It reduces software development costs and improves quality by facilitating the reuse of all types of software development related assets.ILOG Rules for COBOL - ILOG Rules for COBOL is an ILOG JRules add-on module for System z COBOL applications. It allows organizations which run mission-critical applications on System z systems to externalize and manage business rules while maintaining their legacy COBOL applications—without disruption or heavy development efforts. Externalized business rules can also be deployed as decision services within a service-oriented architecture (SOA) strategy.  ILOG Rules for COBOL makes it easy to: improve the manageability of your COBOL applications, execute rules natively within your existing application flows, and create rules for COBOL applications now and use them in Java and SOA later. ILOG Rules for COBOL is the authoring and generation tool for your COBOL applications. It lets you author rules which can be generated as COBOL code, and it leverages ILOG JRules' capabilities for auditing, versioning and creating metadata for all the business rules used with System z. Quickly make changes to your business rules using management tools designed for business users, and then regenerate the rules into COBOL code for execution on the System z. WebSphere Studio Asset Analyzer - Assists IT personnel with the maintenance, extension, reuse, and transformation of existing System z and web applications. Provides in-depth insight into dependencies within and among enterprise applications, including System z, Java, and composite applications. Optim Data Growth Solution plays a role when it comes to application retirement (e.g. decommissioning) and consolidation.  When retiring an application, the Optim Data Growth Solution allows you to collect, manage and store business-critical application data for long term retention compliance, storing the data in a low cost, industry-standard form that can be quickly accessed for audit or discovery requests, or even selective restoration.  This is particularly critical for data tied to regulatory compliance (e.g. SOX).  When consolidating applications (e.g. due to a merger or acquisition), Optim Data Growth Solution allows you to only move the relevant data to new production environments.  Archive historical data while maintaining its business context, preserving access to data for research and reporting.  In addition, make the older data accessible without the need for applications and databases.  For example, there is a customer example where they need to retain data for 50 years for example which you would NEVER want kept in production.  Access is provided in a variety of means:Industry standard methods:  SQL, ODBC/JDBC, XMLIBM MashupPortalsReport writers:  Crystal Reports, Cognos, Business Objects, Discoverer, ActuateDesktop formats:  Excel, CSV, MS AccessQuick highlights of Toyota example, which is uncited.Problem - Hard coded limits in legacy system prevented ordering cars with more than 16 options.  Not a problem for Toyota's designed and built 20 years ago but in the 80's who knew that Toyota would be offering $100,000 Lexus cars and competing and winning against Mercedes.The modification impacted over 7,000 programs, jobs and files.  They brought in both WSAA and RTW to help automate the process of identifying what programs, jobs and files were impacted and created an automated test environment from the output of our APM products.  The project cost them $5 million including the licenses charges.  On the first project alone they saved $12 million.
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Build flexible applications with SOA and Web 2.0
Reduce costs, improve flexibility, & modernize your UIs

 Reuse proven assets to lower costs 5x 
compared to new development
 Achieve fast ROI by enabling your green screen 

applications as services
Quickly create web services from EGL, C/C++, 

COBOL, PL/I, RPG, and Java applications, stored 
procedures and SQL

 Accelerate deployment of new services, 
processes and user interfaces
Model, architect & assemble new business processes
 Create new platform independent services
 Rapidly build modern Web 2.0 interfaces

“HVB IS adopted IBM Rational® Developer for System z software to 
accelerate mainframe development, improve the efficiency of its COBOL 

development teams, and move to a similar environment for mainframe 
and Web development.” - Almut Geiger, Product Specialist at HVB IS

Applications

Teams People

Reuse green screen apps in a SOA
Host Access Transformation Services

Build new services, reuse existing code 
Rational Application Developer
Rational Developer for System z
Rational Developer for i for SOA Construction
Rational Business Developer
Optim Development Studio 

Model your processes and associated data
WebSphere Business Modeler
Rational Software Architect
WebSphere Integration Developer
InfoSphere Data Architect (was Rational Data Architect)
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Presentation Notes
 This page focuses on leveraging SOA to build a flexible architecture.  More often than not, the architecture in a large enterprise looks like an overly complex circuit diagram wired wrong.  It is hard to determine how to make a change in one place without messing up something else, especially with regards to multi-platform applications.This practice discusses best practices forLeveraging your existing assets as services, including green screen applicationsCreating web services from your existing codeBuilding new platform-independent servicesUsing Web 2.0 technology to provide modern user interfaces, even to existing applicationsHost Access Transformation Services - HATS provides you the tools to modernize 3270 and 5250 green screen applications by transforming the user experience and by exposing logic contained within these applications as Web services, all without any impact to the existing code. Applications can be delivered as standard Web applications, portlets, or can be optimized for use by mobile devices. Applications can also be delivered as Eclipse-based rich client applications. With an iterative approach to development, you can be up and running very quickly with HATS and can customize at your own pace. HATS improve the productivity of end users by providing the tools to add links, radio buttons, tables, buttons, valid value lists, and by enabling you to easily combine multiple screens into a single user interface. Also, because HATS is a Web-based solution, you can reduce or eliminate the costs of maintaining traditional terminal emulation software. Rational Developer for System z – RDz consists of a common workbench and an integrated set of tools that support end-to-end, model-based application development, runtime testing, and rapid deployment of on demand applications. RDz offers an IDE with advanced, easy-to-use tools and features to help WebSphere, CICS, and IMS developers rapidly design, code, and deploy complex applications Rational Developer for IBM i for SOA Construction - Provides a comprehensive Integrated Development Environment for edit/compile/debug of traditional RPG/COBOL/C/C++ i5/OS applications. - This product contains Rational Business Developer , Rational Developer for System i and HATS toolkit.  IBM Rational Developer for System i for SOA Construction can be used to extend and modernize existing RPG/COBOL applications with EGL and HATS and through use of Web Services. Rational Business Developer - RBD is the Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) which is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services, shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. Optim Development Studio (was IBM® Data Studio) contains many features, one of which is Data Web Services. Data Web Services allows you to quickly and easily expose database operations (SQL SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE) and stored procedures CALLs as a Web service operation to client applications. Data Web Services requires no programming knowledge or past Web service experience.  Includes SQL, XQuery, and stored procedure editors.   Optim Development Studio provides an integrated database development environment for SQL, XQuery, and Java.   Development Studio improves development productivity up to 50% for developing and testing SQL and XQuery queries, stored procedures, Web services, and Java data access layers.Generates a data access layer and test application using Java objects, JSON, or, XMLFacilitates use of JDBC and SQL data access best practices for enhanced performance.Enhances problem isolation and impact analysis correlating problem SQL with issuing code, even when using frameworks that generate the SQLProvides heterogeneous data server support for IBM DB2 and Informix Dynamic Server on any platform.Leverages unique pureQuery software to deliver better performance, security, and manageability. Enhances developer and DBA collaboration to eliminate SQL injection risk with Data Studio Developer 2.1.IBM Data Studio pureQuery supports WebSphere® Application Server for z/OS environment. It can help you reduce costs, improve quality of service, enhance security and improve productivity and manageability for your Java applications. With Data Studio pureQuery, you can get more from z/OS, and offload more function to zIIP or zAAP processors to lower software costs. It makes database performance more predictable and stable, and minimizes SQL injection risk while lowering security exposures. The result is improved development productivity and effective collaboration between developers and DBAs – without changing your Java application. InfoSphere Data Architect (was Rational Data Architect) is a collaborative, data design solution to discover, model, relate, and standardize diverse data assets. . It integrates with WebSphere Business Modeler and Rational Software Modeler supporting bi-directional interchange between both.  You can model the data that supports your processes. More likely, the data is stored somewhere and you are generating XML messages to support the processes. IDA generates XSDs that can be used with WBM.    Link with WebSphere Business Modeler - Transform between business items and data modelLink with Rational RequisitePro - Link requirements to data assetsLink with Rational Software Modeler - Transform between software and data modelsInfoSphere Data Architect can help you:Increase efficiency and reduce time-to-marketIncrease understanding of current data assetsModel data assets, automate and validate data design tasksIncrease collaboration Increase data quality, enterprise consistency, and governanceSupport business and IT collaboration Define, analyze and enforce compliance to enterprise standards Feed privacy policies to downstream tasksMaximize model value across lifecycle Rational – Align across process, service, application and dataData Studio – Manage data from requirements to retirementOptim  – Facilitate consistent privacy complianceInfoSphere – Align business and IT for trusted informationIndustry Models – Leverage years of IBM industry experience

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/CS/WJBN-7K7P8B?OpenDocument&Site=default&cty=en_us�
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Deliver high quality applications
Reduce risks and cost

“… This tool [Rational Requirements Composer] enables us to extend and improve our 
client’s requirement practices, which significantly increases the probability of a 

successful project.” - Kenny Lew, CEO Noblestar International

 Coordinate end-to-end quality across 
all tools and platforms
Elicit, capture, elaborate, discuss, manage, and review 

requirements 
Identify and resolve coding errors automatically, early 

in the development cycle
Consolidate and monitor test plans, test progress

 Automate your testing
Automate functional tests
Find performance bottlenecks
Expose & remediate security vulnerabilities, privacy 

risks, and accessibility problems in web applications
Generate timely audit and compliance reports

Quality begins with good requirements 
Rational Requirements Composer
Rational RequisitePro
Rational DOORS

Manage quality throughout the lifecycle 
Rational Quality Manager
Rational Test Lab Manager

Find coding errors quickly
Rational Software Analyzer
Rational Purify Plus
z/OS Problem Determination Tools

Automate testing to improve quality
Rational Functional Tester
Rational Performance Tester
Rational Service Tester for SOA Quality
Optim Test Data Management Solution

Manage your online risk  
Rational AppScan
Rational Policy Tester

Applications

Teams People
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The final leg on the Applications stool deals with Quality, in all of its forms – code errors, performance bottle necks, security holes, and issues related to privacy and audit compliance.  This page identifies best practices for improving quality across the entire software delivery cycle.Using the same tooling and processes across all platforms reduces communication errors.Automation improves repeatability, which allows programmers to shoot those hard-to-reproduce defects.  It also allows programmers to focus on new tests, instead of spending months doing regression testing --- let your computers do the regression testing, automatically.��When you put new code out on the web, performance is a major problem.  If you cannot handle the load on a popular web site, everyone knows of it.  Do load testing prior to publishing.  Ensure your applications perform and scale.Finally, nobody wants their code hacked.  How can you ensure your code is not vulnerable to hackers, and meets the plethora of government requirements for privacy, compliance, and auditability?Optim Test Data Management – create right-sized, production-like, fictionalized data to enable realistic testing, while complying with data privacy requirements. For example, in order to test a banking application, one alternative would be to clone the production database.  That would result in privacy and compliance risks, not to mention the huge amount of storage.  Instead, the Optim Test Data Management extracts a subset of the production data, masks the personal information (e.g. SSNs, names, employee numbers), and stores/manages this test subset. There is a very clear use case for Optim Test Data Management Solution and Optim Data Privacy Solution with RFT and RPT.  In RFT and RPT, you need a data pool to run the product.  That data pool can be imported via a .csv file.  In Optim Test Data Management Solution, you can extract a subset of data to create the database and also create the data pool in a .csv file that can be imported into the Rational testing tools.  Additionally, there is HUGE risk to that data pool.  Because you are creating that pool using an Excel file for all intent and purpose, having it on a machine is very risky to the privacy issues.  Optim Data Privacy Solution will mask (de-identify) the data when creating the subsets so that the data you end up with in the test environment and therefore also in the pool is realist but not real.  This means that the data if stolen is of no value.Rational Quality Manager – a web-based centralized test management environment for business, system and IT decision makers and quality professionals who seek a collaborative and customizable solution for test planning, workflow control, tracking and metrics reporting capable of quantifying how project decisions and deliverables impact and align with business objectives. Rational Test Lab Manager - Rational Test Lab Manager provides quality assurance teams with a means to track and manage your test lab inventory. Rational PurifyPlus - a dynamic analysis solution designed to help developers write faster, more reliable code. It includes four basic capabilities packaged into a single product: 1) Memory debugging (pinpoints hard to find memory errors such as uninitialized memory access, buffer overflow and improper freeing of memory), 2) Memory leak detection (identifies memory blocks that no longer have a valid pointer), 3) Performance profiling: (highlights application performance bottlenecks and improves application understanding with a graphical representation of function calls) and 4) Code coverage (identifies untested code with line-level precision). PurifyPlus is supported on Windows, Linux, Solaris, AIX and HP-UX Rational Software Analyzer - An automated and centralized extensible static analysis solution that enables code reviews and bug identification very early in the development cycle Rational Functional Tester – IBM Rational Functional Tester is an advanced, automated functional and regression testing tool for testers and GUI developers who need superior control for testing Java, Web, and VB.NET WinForm-based applications. Rational Functional Tester can also be used to perform functional and regression testing of Terminal-based Applications, SAP solutions, Siebel Applications and Rich Internet Applications developed using Adobe Flex.  RFT supports scripting using two of the leading Object Oriented languages – Java and VB .NET, making the scripts robust and easily maintainable. Rational Functional Tester Extension for Terminal-Based Applications enables RFT to be applied to testing of 3270 and 5250 terminal-based applications. RFT also includes Rational Manual Tester. Rational Performance Tester - RPT is a load and performance testing solution for teams concerned about the scalability of their Web-based applications. Combining multiple ease-of-use features with granular detail, Rational Performance Tester simplifies the test-creation, load-generation, and data-collection processes that help teams ensure that their applications can accommodate required user loads. This tool also has extensions available for SAP solutions and Siebel test automation. Also available as an extension is Rational Performance Tester for z/OS. RPT helps users validate application scalability before deployment. Rational AppScan - IBM Rational AppScan® Enterprise Edition is a Web-based, multi-user application vulnerability testing and reporting solution. It is for teams who need to perform Web application security assessments in a centralized fashion and provides a fully integrated solution set.Scalable, enterprise architecture that enables scanning for multiple applications simultaneouslyCentralized control of Web application security scanning across the enterprise Intelligent fix recommendations to ease the process of remediation once security vulnerabilities have been identified and validated Continuous monitoring and aggregation of metrics to ensure remediation and trend improvement over time Sophisticated dashboards and flexible reporting views to provide enterprise-wide visibility of risks and remediation progress. It offers the lowest false positive rate in the industry, while finding the most severe security issues Over 40 out-of-the box security compliance reports including PCI Data Security Standard, ISO 17799 and ISO 27001, HIPAA, GLBA and Basel IIRole-based reporting access and scan permissions to help enforce test polices and to centralize vulnerability scanning. Rational Quality Manager - Rational Quality Manager provides quality assurance teams with means to track all aspects of the quality assurance effort. IBM Rational Quality Manager Standard Edition is designed to help medium to large teams collaborate by allowing them to seamlessly share information, to use automation to accelerate project schedules, and to report on project metrics for informed release decisions. IBM Rational Quality Manager Express Edition is designed to help small to medium teams collaborate by allowing them to seamlessly share information, to use automation to accelerate project schedules, and to report on project metrics for informed release decisions. Rational Service Tester for SOA Quality - IBM Rational Service Tester for SOA Quality is a tool for ensuring the quality of web service based SOA applications. Provides testers with automated script-free testing capabilities for functional testing, regression testing, and performance testing of GUI-less web services. 
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Leverage compilation technology
Improve application performance & scalability

 Increase capacity and performance without 
hardware upgrades 
Boost performance with new advanced optimization 

technology in C/C++, COBOL and PL/I compilers 
Reduce cost of COBOL and PL/I XML parsing by 

offloading to zAAP specialty engine

 Maximize application performance on new 
z10 and Power6 servers
Exploit new hardware architectures without 

code changes

Modernize legacy applications
Leverage XML and Java interfaces in COBOL 

and PL/I applications

 IBM Compilers on POWER systems
IBM COBOL 
IBM PL/I 
IBM XL C/C++  
IBM XL Fortran 
IBM WebSphere Development Studio 

Applications

Teams People

 IBM Compilers on System z
IBM Enterprise COBOL
IBM Enterprise PL/I
z/OS IBM XL C/C++

“Metal C optimization levels are just incredible.  We’re really impressed, there is no way that any of us 
assembler programmers can write code as efficient, keep it readable, and do it in a reasonable amount of time.”

- Gregg Willhoit, Senior Assembler Architect, DataDirect
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Presentation Notes
Customers want to know if they can improve the performance and capacity of their existing hardware without costly hardware upgrades.  IBM compiler technology makes this possible throughRational offers leading edge compilers.  Compiler technology is integral to processor efficiency and application and hardware usability. IBM compilers are desingned to unleash the full power of IBM processors (e.g. System z, IBM i, IBM Power...)With latest version of XL C/C++, you can improve performance of your application up to 24% COBOL and PL/I on z/OS uses the latest XML parsing technology which improves performance by offloading high overhead XML parsing operation to zAAPCustomers can maximize performance of their applications on z10 and Power 6 servers without the need to change a single line of codeCOBOL and PL/I supports integration of web-based business processes in Web services, XML, and Java™ applicationsIBM COBOL family - IBM COBOL provides a complete offering of compatible, cross-product compilers that support z/OS, OS/390®, VM, VSE/ESA®, AS/400®, AIX®, and Microsoft® Windows NT®.IBM PL/I family - IBM PL/I provides a complete offering of compatible, cross-product compilers that support z/OS, OS/390, VM, VSE/ESA, AS/400®, AIX® and Microsoft® Windows NT and Windows 2000®.WebSphere Development Studio - Provides tools and programming languages to create modern i5/OS solutions. WebSphere Development Studio for System i V6R1 offers significant enhancements to the IBM i5/OS host Integrated Language Environment (ILE) compilers.It includes:ILE Compilers (PRG, COBOL and C/C++)Heritage Compilers (RPG, COBOL)Application Development Toolset (ADTS)Hardware architectures are getting more complex (e.g. multicore).  The latest compiler technology exploits the improvements, while shielding users from the underlying details.  You must compile with optimization ON to really harness the hardware and compiler performance improvements.For Increase Capacity and PerformanceInnovation in new optimization techniques allows applications to better exploit existing hardwaree.g. changes in how we handled Unicode in COBOL and PL/I boosted performance by 10+%.Maximize application on new z10 and P6 serversOlder compilers do not know anything about new machine instructions in the latest architecture and therefore can not exploit the hardware.e.g. z10 introduced 36 new machine instructions.  Only latest compilers would generate object code that leverages those new instructions.Modernize legacy applicationsWe have been introducing more and more features that allow traditional COBOL and PL/I code to exploit modern technologies like XML, Web Services, and Java interoperability without the need to move to other languages or rewrite applications.The quote is from Gregg Willhoit at DataDirect.   We now have permission to use the quote (April 24, 2009) 
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People challenges

CIO

IT Manager

Project Manager

Developer

Architect

“My budgets keep getting reduced. How can we do more work with 
fewer people?”

“College graduates aren’t interested in my green screen development tools.  Is 
there something more appealing I can offer them?”

“My host programmers don’t seem to communicate with my web developers when 
building multi-platform applications. It’s like they speak different languages.”

“How can I architect solutions that shield developers from technical interfaces 
of platform and middleware technologies?”

“How can I keep pace with technology changes and keep my skills relevant to 
the industry?”

Applications

Teams People
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Presentation Notes
Major points:Skills silos, IT skills shortage, ability to do more with lessMoving away from  older ISPF editor Younger population cannot program with older tools.  Lack of information or knowledge sharingSpeaker notesPeople challenges highlight one of the most critical issues facing many of our customers who are struggling with either the graying (people retiring) of their workforce or are trying to deploy new skills to enhance existing legacy systems.  With the shrinking IT budgets organizations are looking for ways to do “more with less”. Here you see various example of typical questions our customers are facing. One of the key challenge to point our here is the increasing silos of skills in the organizations with each development silos using its own set of tools for application development. For example a System z developer is using ISPF and that’s is their IDE and a Java/Web developer might be comfortable with eclipse, .NET or some other modern IDE. This not only further complicates the entire application development process but also makes it very difficult for developers to move from project to project as their skills and knowledge of tools restrict their ability.  Some customers have attempted to train System z developers in Java or while other are trying to train younger developers to use System z tools. In both instances the results have not been encouraging.
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 Use common Eclipse-based tooling across 
multiple platforms and languages
 Achieve ~15% improvement in System z 

developer productivity¹
 Reduce host CPU usage 50%-80%¹ with 

workstation syntax checking
 Reduce training costs, more attractive IDE for 

younger developers

¹ Aggregation of results from a productivity study conducted by IBM System z customers.

Produce code faster, save MIPS
Rational Developer for System z
Rational Developer for i for SOA Construction
Rational Business Developer
Rational Application Developer

 Speed development with specialized editors 
and code generation wizards 
 Code assist for COBOL, PL/I, C/C++, EGL, RPG
 Visual editors for BMS and MFS maps
 Generate code from UML

“RDz offers a uniform, open programming environment for both J2EE 
and PL/I developers. RDz accelerates PL/I development with its local 
syntax checker and debugging tool.”

- Dr. Axel Lömker, KfW Bankengruppe

Applications

Teams People
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Use modern IDEs
Improve developer productivity & reduce costs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major points…Start using common tooling for multiple platform and languages. This plays into our eclipse value prop and the fact that all our IDE has this common look and feel.Other key point is for customer to be able to leverage their existing staff to do modern development. We can help them leverage their expertise more effectivelyWe can help them bring on new talent faster and make them productive in building modern apps on existing platforms.Speaker notes.One of the ways to overcome is it to find a way for new as well as existing IT staff to use common set of application development tools that support multiple language and platforms. This will help improve the overall productivity and IT flexibility because developers are no longer constrained by the type of tools or technologies they can work with. For example our modern eclipse-based tools offer capabilities that can speed up basic programming tasks and opens up a path for System z and IBM i developers to start creating native COBOL, PL/I, RPG applications which can dramatically cut down the consumption of MIPS on these critical IT systems. It also allows new staff to quickly become productive because they already feel comfortable with the modern IDEs and now can even start to apply this knowledge in building applications for System z, IBM i or distributed platforms. <Press enter key to show the products>One of the key enabling technology that our customers are using for building multiplatform Web 2.0 and SOA applications is Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL). EGL is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. It is bundled as Rational Developer for System z with EGL or Rational Developer for i for SOA Construction. EGL also offers a path for customer who currently running some of the older application written in Natural/ADABAS or RPG to start to transition these apps to EGL using the Rational Migration Extensions service offerings. This offers them a path to protect the investments they have made as well as ability to leverage the breadth and depth to the Rational Software Delivery Platform.SQL, XQuery, and stored procedure editors in Optim Development StudioCustomer example:Company Overview: Montreal Informatica Headquartered in Rio de Janeiro, Montreal Informática LTDA is among the largest IT service providers in Brazil. Offering services and solutions in information management, information technology, electronic data processing, outsourcing, imaging, biometric applications and computing, Montreal Informática has six regional branches in Brazil and approximately 1,800 employees. Challenge: Montreal Informática needed a cost-effective way to move away from Natural/ADABAS technology and to provide a flexible platform for core business applications moving forward. Solution: Working with IBM, Montreal Informática conducted a proof of concept project using IBM Rational Business Developer, IBM Rational Migration Extension for Natural and IBM DB2 information management software together with Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) technology to modernize a legacy Natural/ADABAS application. Benefits: Montreal Informática has seen increased developer productivity. Developers from a range of backgrounds learned EGL rapidly, enabling Montreal Informática to use the same developers for building batch and online systems. The successful pilot project has opened new business opportunities because the company now has the ability to automate much of the transformation process, while offering clients a choice of deployment platforms. Improve programmer productivity and shorten development cycleWith more and more systems becoming multi-core, its becoming extremely difficult for programmers to write applications that can exploit the complexity of parallel environments.Our compilers added support for new language features (like OpenMP) that reduces the transparency of the hardware architectureAutomatic parallelization takes existing unchanged traditional serial code and let's the compiler parallelize it for you <<< note our implementation of auto-parallel is no where near as good as hand tuning and is something that we are continuing to improve >>>Metal C is a new feature which allows C programmers access system level facilities on z previously only available through assembler code.  Metal C give you the speed and performance of assembler code in high level C code. 

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/CS/WJBN-7K8LPD?OpenDocument&Site=corp&cty=en_us�
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Build multiplatform apps with existing/new staff
Improve workforce productivity & agility

 Deliver multiplatform solutions quickly
 Leverage abstractions to hide middleware & 

platform complexity
 Deploy to any platform, including J2EE™, System 

z, IBM i, Linux, AIX, HP-UX, Solaris, Windows
 Interact with existing Javascript, COBOL, PL/I, 

Java and RPG

 Build modern Web 2.0 user interfaces 
without being a technology expert
 Empower existing developers to build Rich 

Internet Applications (RIA) – WYSIWYG layout, 
event handling in EGL

 Eliminate need to have skills in JavaScript, 
Ajax, JSON, HTML, CSS, etc.

“Currently we have one set of developers for web applications, 
and another for batch systems. With EGL, the same developers can do both, 

and we can offer our clients a choice of deployment platforms.” 
- Mauricio Alvarenga, IT Manager at Montreal Informática

Applications

Teams People

Create multi-platform, Web 2.0 applications with EGL
Rational Business Developer
Rational Developer for System z with EGL
Rational Developer for i for SOA Construction
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Major points…Start using common tooling for multiple platform and languages. This plays into our eclipse value prop and the fact that all our IDE has this common look and feel.Other key point is for customer to be able to leverage their existing staff to do modern development. We can help them leverage their expertise more effectivelyWe can help them bring on new talent faster and make them productive in building modern apps on existing platforms.Speaker notes.One of the ways to overcome is it to find a way for new as well as existing IT staff to use common set of application development tools that support multiple language and platforms. This will help improve the overall productivity and IT flexibility because developers are no longer constrained by the type of tools or technologies they can work with. For example our modern eclipse-based tools offer capabilities that can speed up basic programming tasks and opens up a path for System z and IBM i developers to start creating native COBOL, PL/I, RPG applications which can dramatically cut down the consumption of MIPS on these critical IT systems. It also allows new staff to quickly become productive because they already feel comfortable with the modern IDEs and now can even start to apply this knowledge in building applications for System z, IBM i or distributed platforms. <Press enter key to show the products>One of the key enabling technology that our customers are using for building multiplatform Web 2.0 and SOA applications is Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL). EGL is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. It is bundled as Rational Developer for System z with EGL or Rational Developer for i for SOA Construction. EGL also offers a path for customer who currently running some of the older application written in Natural/ADABAS or RPG to start to transition these apps to EGL using the Rational Migration Extensions service offerings. This offers them a path to protect the investments they have made as well as ability to leverage the breadth and depth to the Rational Software Delivery Platform.Customer example:Company Overview: Montreal Informatica Headquartered in Rio de Janeiro, Montreal Informática LTDA is among the largest IT service providers in Brazil. Offering services and solutions in information management, information technology, electronic data processing, outsourcing, imaging, biometric applications and computing, Montreal Informática has six regional branches in Brazil and approximately 1,800 employees. Challenge: Montreal Informática needed a cost-effective way to move away from Natural/ADABAS technology and to provide a flexible platform for core business applications moving forward. Solution: Working with IBM, Montreal Informática conducted a proof of concept project using IBM Rational Business Developer, IBM Rational Migration Extension for Natural and IBM DB2 information management software together with Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) technology to modernize a legacy Natural/ADABAS application. Benefits: Montreal Informática has seen increased developer productivity. Developers from a range of backgrounds learned EGL rapidly, enabling Montreal Informática to use the same developers for building batch and online systems. The successful pilot project has opened new business opportunities because the company now has the ability to automate much of the transformation process, while offering clients a choice of deployment platforms. 

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/CS/WJBN-7K7NSN?OpenDocument&Site=default&cty=en_us�
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Extend green screen applications for new uses
Achieve faster ROI

 Use your existing staff to provide 
Web, portal, mobile or rich client UIs 

for your green-screen applications
Provide your end users with flexible, 

secure Web access to business applications
Dramatically reduce end user training 

and improve IT staff productivity
Deploy with no source code modification 

or application downtime

 Expose host business logic using 
standard web services interfaces

“Rational Host Access Transformation Services (HATS) makes legacy modernization 
a relatively easy and fast process. I estimate that HATS cut 75% of the man-hour 

requirements from other approaches we have used”
- Alan Jack, Director of Technology, Oxford International

Extend Green Screen 
Applications

Modernize green screen applications 
Host Access Transformation Services

Applications

Teams People
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Major points.No need to rip and replace.  Start using existing staff to transform your green screen to GUI or start creating services for SOA.No need to become Java or Web technology expert. You can use your legacy skills to do modern Web 2.0 and SOA development.Speaker notes.Today’s users have grown accustomed to the ease of modern Web-based applications. But if you’re relying on older applications running on the IBM System z® or IBM i platforms, your users are accessing your vital business applications via traditional interfaces such as 3270 and 5250 green screens, which can be difficult to use. However, because the underlying applications have a proven, stable track record and represent a tremendous business investment and value, they can be expensive and risky to replace. You can leverage your existing staff to quickly modernize their green-screen applications with minimal risk and quickly deliver a solution that allows your end-users a flexible and secure way to access your core IT systems. The solution doesn’t require any change to underlying source code. This has immediate payback in terms of reduced end user training and improved IT staff productivity.<Press enter key to show the products>For example one our customer Oxford International leveraged Rational Host Access Transformation Services solution to significantly reduced the development time as compare to some of other approaches.Other examples of quick ROI in terms of reduced time and improved end-user productivity are:A subcontracted HATS default transformation project for a bank was completed at 30 minutes or less per screen; client skills transition took less than one week (without standards). Once we had the HATS development standards in place, our teams were self sufficient in less than 4 weeks. constructing web and new services from a representative sample of high value/high visibility legacy assets (meaningful stakeholder business processes); no more than one-man month to delivery.In addition to web-enabling the green screens to Web GUI, you can create Rich internet applications such as Web 2.0 without having to learn all the underlying plumbing associated with ever increasing number of web and web 2.0 application frameworks. Again EGL provides a way for your existing staff to quickly create rich and visually appealing Web 2.0 applications without becoming technology experts.  So if you are planning on taking on a user interface modernization initiative you may want to consider some of the Web-enablement and Web 2.0 application development offerings from Rational and IBMAdditional details on customer example used here:Challenge: A leading European automobile manufacturer sought to enhance the customer experience and streamline the sales process at automotive dealerships by modernizing its Vehicle Management System software. The company needed to move its back-office green screen dealer systems to the showroom as a thin-client, browser-based system that provided common entry points, simplified IT governance, complied with corporate image standards, and retained organizational knowledge. Solution:�IBM Rational Business Partner Oxford International developed a Web-based system solution for global vehicle distribution, inventory, and order management. Using IBM WebSphere Host Access Transformation Services (HATS) and IBM Rational Application Developer, Oxford demonstrated and delivered a comprehensive modernization solution deployed on IBM System i servers running IBM WebSphere Application Server. Benefits:�Rational Application Developer and HATS enabled Oxford to focus on business needs rather than the underlying technology to deliver a comprehensive solution. The time to achieve deployment readiness was three months, at less than 20% of the cost of building an entirely new application. The new system integrates an elegant interface and substantially improves the customer sales experience with a seamless ordering process.

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/CS/WJBN-7ANPAA?OpenDocument&Site=default&cty=en_us�
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Move to a modern development platform
Gain huge savings and flexibility

 Migrate from old, stagnant languages to 
modern development platforms, languages 
and tools

Migrate from older platforms
Rational Migration Extension for Natural
Rational Migration Extension for IBM i

Applications

Teams People
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COBOLHPS/AppBuilder

**
RPG

Ideal/Datacom

Enterprise

COBOL

EGL

Green ScreensGreen Screens

Testing, Remediation, 
DeploymentConversion Tooling

z – CICS

z – IMS 

z – Linux *

z – Batch

z – WAS *

Z - VSE

i – WAS

i – Native

HP-UX

Solaris

Linux

AIX

Windows

* Eligible to run on 
IFL and zAAP

COBOLHPS/AppBuilder

****
RPG

Ideal/Datacom

EnterpriseEnterprise

COBOL

EGL

Green ScreensGreen Screens

Testing, Remediation, 
DeploymentConversion Tooling

z – CICS

z – IMS 

z – Linux *

z – Batch

z – WAS *

Z - VSE

i – WAS

i – Native

HP-UX

Solaris

Linux

AIX

Windows

* Eligible to run on 
IFL and zAAP
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Presentation Notes
Major points…Start using common tooling for multiple platform and languages. This plays into our eclipse value prop and the fact that all our IDE has this common look and feel.Other key point is for customer to be able to leverage their existing staff to do modern development. We can help them leverage their expertise more effectivelyWe can help them bring on new talent faster and make them productive in building modern apps on existing platforms.Speaker notes.One of the ways to overcome is it to find a way for new as well as existing IT staff to use common set of application development tools that support multiple language and platforms. This will help improve the overall productivity and IT flexibility because developers are no longer constrained by the type of tools or technologies they can work with. For example our modern eclipse-based tools offer capabilities that can speed up basic programming tasks and opens up a path for System z and IBM i developers to start creating native COBOL, PL/I, RPG applications which can dramatically cut down the consumption of MIPS on these critical IT systems. It also allows new staff to quickly become productive because they already feel comfortable with the modern IDEs and now can even start to apply this knowledge in building applications for System z, IBM i or distributed platforms. <Press enter key to show the products>One of the key enabling technology that our customers are using for building multiplatform Web 2.0 and SOA applications is Eclipse based IDE for Enterprise Generation Language (EGL). EGL is a rapid development cross-platform programming language that is easier to learn and more productive than traditional 3GL or Java.  EGL provides a more abstract and platform neutral way of creating applications and services , shielding developers from intricacies of middleware and runtimes. This allows for a flexible programming workforce because it does not tie developers to the skills required for one specific platform or language.  It is ideal for customers who have developers with traditional procedural skills but need to deliver new modern web and SOA solutions. It is bundled as Rational Developer for System z with EGL or Rational Developer for i for SOA Construction. EGL also offers a path for customer who currently running some of the older application written in Natural/ADABAS or RPG to start to transition these apps to EGL using the Rational Migration Extensions service offerings. This offers them a path to protect the investments they have made as well as ability to leverage the breadth and depth to the Rational Software Delivery Platform.Customer example:Company Overview: Montreal Informatica Headquartered in Rio de Janeiro, Montreal Informática LTDA is among the largest IT service providers in Brazil. Offering services and solutions in information management, information technology, electronic data processing, outsourcing, imaging, biometric applications and computing, Montreal Informática has six regional branches in Brazil and approximately 1,800 employees. Challenge: Montreal Informática needed a cost-effective way to move away from Natural/ADABAS technology and to provide a flexible platform for core business applications moving forward. Solution: Working with IBM, Montreal Informática conducted a proof of concept project using IBM Rational Business Developer, IBM Rational Migration Extension for Natural and IBM DB2 information management software together with Enterprise Generation Language (EGL) technology to modernize a legacy Natural/ADABAS application. Benefits: Montreal Informática has seen increased developer productivity. Developers from a range of backgrounds learned EGL rapidly, enabling Montreal Informática to use the same developers for building batch and online systems. The successful pilot project has opened new business opportunities because the company now has the ability to automate much of the transformation process, while offering clients a choice of deployment platforms. 
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 Hire university students with System z, 
IBM i, and Rational skills
 Leverage a growing community of business 

partners, customers, and IBM employees on 
our community cafés 
 Take advantage of free education sessions, 

product demos, tutorials, white papers, and 
case studies
 Play in the System z and IBM i sandboxes
 “Try online” hosted System z and IBM i environments
 See best practices, hands-on exercises using full 

version software trials

Applications

Teams People
Get the enterprise skills you need

“ ‘Master the Mainframe Contest’ helped me get a job at Bank of Montreal.” Elizabeth Bell, Georgian College

Learn more about 
 The IBM Academic Initiative at: http://www-304.ibm.com/jct01005c/university/scholars/academicinitiative
 Enterprise Modernization solutions at: http://www.ibm.com/software/rational/solutions/em/
 The Enterprise Modernization sandbox: http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/downloads/emsandbox/systemz.html

Partner with universities worldwide 
537 schools, over 50000 students educated on System z
Schools in 41 countries teaching POWER systems
2400 universities teaching IBM technologies

Stop by a Community Café 
C/C++ Café
EGL Café
RPG Café
COBOL Café

Take a class 
Modern Application Architecture for COBOL Developers – build 

composite COBOL apps with CICS and WebSphere
EGL Distance Learning – 10 days of free lectures, labs, 

electronic support
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AMBASSADOR COMMUNITYAs the worldwide owner of the University Ambassador community, it has been rewarding to see the growth of the ambassador community to 3160 IBMers, exceeding our 2007 target of 2500 ambassadors by 264%.   	--1625 in the Americas or 51%	--613 in Asia Pacific or 19%	--671 in NE Europe or 21%	--210 in SW Europe or 7% North Carolina State University students use Rational software to gain hands-on experience in software engineering and performance testing (RTC, RPT) - http://www-01.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/CS/WJBN-7JCP2H?OpenDocument&Site=rational&cty=en_usRational AI program - http://www-304.ibm.com/jct09002c/us/en/university/scholars/products/rational/#whyRational AI program University Relations - https://w3.tap.ibm.com/w3ki2/display/UNIVERSITY/IBM+Academic+Initiative+-+Rational+programIBM Prepares students in Asia  - http://www.ibm.com/news/my/en/2008/05/08/t803341h96067p21.htmlMonash University finds IBM a Rational Partner for software engineering course (RFT, RSA, RPT, CC, RMT) - http://www-01.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/cs/WJBN-7GYMR2?OpenDocument&Site=rational&cty=en_usIBM Helps University of Missouri Mirror Real-World Security Threats and Improve IT Auditing Curriculum - http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/23913.wssIBM Helps Universities Prepare Future Software Leaders for Globalization - http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/23702.wssIBM i references:IBM an DeVry University Launch New Enterprise Computing Track -- http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/26221.wssMBA Students Learn Power Systems in Second Life -- http://blogs.systeminetwork.com/isnblogs/maxedout/2009/03/mba_students_learn_power_syste_1.html"Students learn about Power Systems at EDV-Schuler in Plattling, Germany - (in German) - http://www.pnp.de/nachrichten/schule/berichte_plattling/onlinemap/artikel.php?cid=29-20811047&Ressort=pz&Map=edv-schule&BNR=0&Titel=IT University of Gothenburg students gain valuable skills  -- http://www-01.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/CS/STRD-77PCVG?OpenDocument&Site=powersystems&cty=en_us
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Team challenges

CIO

IT Manager

Project Manager

Developer

Team 
Leader

“Our global software teams working on different platforms are struggling 
to communicate. How do we collaborate in the context of our work?”

“My line of business needs better access to information about the 
ongoing projects.”

“I need a dashboard that lets me easily see if my project is on track and 
identify any bottlenecks.”

“Why are some developers not following the agreed upon processes?”

“Why and when was this changed? Is this the latest version that I should 
be using?”

Applications

Teams People
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Presentation Notes
Major pointsFocus on the challenge of disparate tools, process and infrastructures making collaboration across geographically dispersed teams almost impossible. Results is ever increasing risk in managing software projects that involve multiple teams, no way to avoid duplication, no clear visibility at management level as to who is doing what and how long it will take etc..We like to bring to their attention that having different configuration, change management solutions for System z, vs distributed is severely limiting their ability to deliver timely and on-budget projects etc.Speaker notesThe story of IT islands….Once upon a time…all computers were System zs.  Then came the client/server computing model…and the internet model…and today, lo and behold, we have lots of different tools, processes, and terminology in IT shops.    In addition to being quite costly, all these disparate infrastructures result in a lack of cohesive governance across the software delivery team.  It’s hard to effectively deliver business value when you have to collaborate and communicate across these siloed teams.    When you add to that the challenges of geographically distributed development – you can appreciate why, on the average, 50% of all software projects result in failure.So – the challenge here is for companies to consolidate and integrate infrastructure, tools, and processes in order to reduce costs, increase quality, and enhancing teamwork and collaboration.
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.Net
Web Front End 

SI Custom
App Dev 

J2EE
In-house (WW HQ)

System z

C/C++
In-house Offshore

Unify disparate IT infrastructures across teams
Reduce costs & improve operational efficiency

 Consolidate your team infrastructure
Eliminate redundant and duplicate 

tools and processes
Unify change management for all 

platforms, languages, roles, and locations
Ensure accurate global software 

delivery with a single point of control

 End-to-end software delivery 
automation for all platforms
Coordinate multi-platform builds on distributed, 

System z, and IBM i – produces consolidated 
audit trail and bill of materials
Centralize automation of many software 

development tasks, not just build activity

Use common team infrastructure & processes 
Rational ClearCase
Rational ClearQuest

Produce reliable, multi-platform builds
Rational BuildForge

Applications

Teams People

“Rational ClearCase in conjunction with Rational Developer for System z allowed
us to completely centralize our software configuration and release management”

- Juergen Dimmler, Product Specialist, Kreditwerk

Ease automated application deployment & 
configuration of WAS and Portal
Rational Automation Framework for WebSphere 
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Major points:Deploy a common team unifying infrastructure across distributed and System z development environmentsMove away from multiple change management solutions and manage all your software assets in a common repositoryStart automating application build and release management processes across heterogeneous platforms.Speaker notes:Almost all of the Rational lifecycle tools that work for distributed platforms also work for System z…. Which means you can use a single set of tools for your enterprise – for communication, governance, and collaboration.Rational Automation Framework can help with automation of compiling, packaging, code scanning, staging, promotion, deployment, and testing. It is not involved in automation of  requirements, architecture, code writingFor example, Rational Requirements composer manages requirements.  Although the product runs on a distributed platform, it can handle requirements for any IBM platform.KreditWerk (A German company)  was able to leverage ClearCase and the z/OS Extensions to provide a common SCM for their distributed and System z teams.  Both teams access the SCM from an environment that is familiar to them.  Kreditwerk also saves money because only a single centralized SCM is supported.<Press enter key to show the products>Rational ClearCase - ClearCase provides management and control of software development assets.  Sophisticated version control, automated workspace management, parallel development support, baseline management, and build and release management provide the capabilities needed to create, update, build, deliver, reuse and maintain business-critical assets. Integration with design, development, build, test and deployment tools provides a comprehensive solution for controlled access to software assets across the full lifecycle. Rational ClearQuest - ClearQuest automates and enforces development processes for better insight, predictability and control of the software lifecycle. Process automation delivers repeatable, enforceable, predictable processes. Workflows are provided out-of-the-box to jumpstart user implementation and can be easily customized to meet specific needs. Defect and change tracking manages issues throughout the project lifecycle. Rational BuildForge - Provides reliable, high-performance builds and streamlines software delivery throughout the development lifecycle. Improves product quality, speeds development cycles and increases staff productivity by providing an adaptive framework to help development teams standardize and automate repetitive tasks, manage compliance mandates, and share information.Build Forge Enterprise Edition - includes Standard Edition features plus distributed development features, server management and moreBuild Forge Express Edition - Provides an enterprise-grade build and release framework for small and midsize businessesBuild Forge Standard Edition - Provides a consistent management layer for your production build and release processes 
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 Collaborate in context across all platforms 
and geographies
 Make software development more automated, 

transparent and predictable
 Think and work in unison with integrated source 

control, work item and build management

 Assess real-time project health
 Capture data automatically and unobtrusively
 Measure & report progress against project 

and business objectives

 Automate best practices
 Accelerate team workflow with dynamic processes
 Leverage out-of-the-box or customized processes

Improve cross-team collaboration
Govern & collaborate end-to-end

Collaborate across the entire team 
Rational Team Concert for System z
Rational Team Concert for i
Rational Team Concert

Applications

Teams People

Do it the best way
Rational Method Composer

"Where we previously used separate systems, with Rational Team Concert we now have well integrated 
functionality. Our developers are more efficient because they are better able to focus on important issues. 
Our project managers greatly value the ability to customize these dashboards and instantly provide status 
on their milestones!“                               --Mika Koivuluoma - Production Manager, TietoEnator
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Major points:In addition to not having a common change, configuration and release management process for building multiplatform applications…..teams also need a way to speed collaboration and be able to have realtime visibility into the activities of the entire teamThis visibility is essential various stakeholders need current reporting on the status and the health of the overall project and the areas where they need to apply additional resources or reallocate work to ensure a predictable outcomeSpeaker NotesRational Team Concert - Collaborative software delivery environment that empowers project teams to simplify, automate and govern software delivery. Automated data collection and reporting reduces administrative overhead and provides the real-time insight required to effectively govern software projects. Dynamic project provisioning enables day one productivity, while real-time collaboration helps significantly reduce scrap and rework. Rational Team Concert extends the capabilities of the Team with integrated work item, build, software configuration management (SCM) and the collaborative infrastructure of the Jazz Team Server. 
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Difficult times present opportunities to 
companies that can adapt quickly

 IT frequently inhibits flexibility due to fragile 
and poorly understood applications, limited 
staff productivity, poor collaboration and 
traceability across teams 

Rational Enterprise Modernization solutions 
deliver flexibility by:

 Improving how you build, maintain, and manage 
your Applications

 Helping your People be more productive
 Consolidating Teams across locations, roles, and 

platforms

Rational Enterprise Modernization Solutions
Lowering the cost of multi-platform application development and delivery

Now, can we do this for less cost, better quality, 
and with more predictability?
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Major points:Enterprise Modernization Solutions are based on the IBM Rational Software Delivery Platform. You can start at any phase of the modernization lifecycleYou can start with the Application focus areas and implement solutions to help with Application understanding, requirements, architecture and quality. You can start with the People focus areas and implement solutions to help with skills and productivity of your IT staffOr you may choose to start with Team focus area and implement solutions to help with Software configuration, change and release and overall project management.Speaker notesIBM RSDP offerings consists of an array of products, services, and best practices. This open, modular, and proven solution spans the entire software and systems delivery lifecycle:IBM RSDP comprises products in five lifecycle categories and provides the basis for a set of targeted solutions such as Enterprise ModernizationProject and Portfolio Management help align business goals, best practices, and projects for improved productivity and predictability.Requirements Management help you define and manage requirements, and provide traceability and alignment with business processes. Architecture Management helps you model, design, and rapidly build resilient architectures for SOAs, systems, and applications. Quality Management helps you ensure software functionality, reliability, and performance throughout development and production. Change and Release Management help you Improve software delivery and lifecycle traceability, from requirements through deployment. Next we will look at some of ways in which IBM can help you get started
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This is a familiar problem …

Software development today Can we be more like this?

Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics

 No automation
 Many skills to master
 Little standardization
 Local supply chain or custom built
 Manual monitoring, traceability

 Process flow automation
 Specialists for each phase
 Some parts standardized
 Local or slow supply chain
 Manual monitoring, traceability

 Process & task automation
 Optimized workforce with specialists
 Significant standardization
 Agile process for just-in-time production
 Automated oversight and intervention

Results Results Results

 Very expensive
 Poor quality
 Unpredictable – time, cost, quality
 Flexible

 Less expensive
 Improved quality
 Unpredictable – quality
 Inflexible

 Least expensive
 High quality
 Predictable
 Flexible
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Key Concepts:In today’s economy, it’s necessary to do more with less. This means that anything we can do to reuse assets, streamline processes and enhance efficiency and productivity is critical. Sound familiar? Well, we can learn from industry. Let’s take the example of a production line as it evolved over a century1) Labor intensive, manual, error prone processes for one off manufacturing2) Still manual, but starting to introduce standardized parts an processes3) Introducing automation which results in lower labor costs and higher productivity4) Today’s highly productive, fully automated computer controlled production line.Is there a lesson in this for us? Can we relate this to SOA and service development? Can we industrialize service delivery?Yes, we can with IBM and Rational service development and delivery solutions. Here’s how:
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Examining the characteristics of a modern factory
Characteristics Modern Factory Software Factory
Process & task 
Automation

Well-established, automated 
process to transform inputs to 
finished products

Well-established software delivery 
process with automated tooling to 
transform business strategy to IT 
deployment

Specialized skills Optimal blend of  people with 
diverse skill set, and robots working 
on product assembly for optimal 
cost, and productivity

Use of role-based knowledge workers 
equipped with specialized 
tools for optimal cost and productivity

Standardized 
components

Product assembled with industry 
standard components sourced from 
global suppliers for cost and quality

Applications assembled from 
standardized software 
components/services built by a 
globally distributed workforce

Agile processes &
integrated 
infrastructure

Flexible and agile process that 
optimizes production schedule with a 
just-in-time inventory/changes to 
lower cost and time-to-market

Flexible and agile process with real-time 
collaboration, integrated across 
disparate platforms, roles, and 
geographies

Automated control 
& oversight

Automated control system to monitor 
and intervene to ensure predictable 
outcomes

Governed software delivery process to 
continuously measure and improve, to 
ensure predictable outcomes
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Key Point:  Examining the characteristics of a modern factory shows that we can apply the same characteristics to build a software factoryWe identified some of the key characteristics of a modern factory and the resulting benefits. We see that these characteristics are applicable to transform a software delivery process to a modern software factory.Process AutomationSpecialized skills with the right level of automation with tooling. Standardized components procured from a diverse and global sourceFlexible and agile process that allows real-time collaborationAutomated oversight to govern and steer the process to expected outcomeThis chart shows what is needed to build a Software Factory.  The chart does not mean to say that IBM can supply all of the items on the right.
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Characteristics Software factory enabled by Rational
Process & task automation Rational automates the software development lifecycle and 

common development tasks

Specialized skills Rational offers role-based tooling optimized for specific roles

Standardized components Rational enables transformation of code/assets from 
disparate platforms and expose them as standards-based 
services

Agile processes & 
integrated infrastructure

Rational’s Jazz-based platform enables real-time 
collaboration of a global and diverse workforce, integrated 
across disparate platforms, roles and geographies

Automated control & 
oversight

Rational’s Managed Capability Improvement Framework 
enables controlling and steering of processes toward desired 
business outcomes

What components do we have today?

New

New
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Key Point: Rational offers a comprehensive portfolio to enable the key characteristics of a modern factory.  Process and task Automation:  Rational has an integrated portfolio to automate software development lifecycle transforming business requirements to Services. From a SOA perspective, we have automated the Model-Assemble-Deploy lifecycle with an integrated portfolio of Rational and WebSphere products.   We have also provided capabilities to automate specific tasks, similar to how Robot has automated hard-to-manual tasks.Specialized Skills: Rational offers an integrated role-based development tooling that is specialized for a given role and integrated to enable the software development lifecycle.Standardized components procured from a global supply chain:  Rational construction tools transforms code into standardized artifacts such as Web Serivce or a BPEL Service that can be used as a component for building value added applications. Given the richness of this tool, we can transform assets from diverse sources that can be exposed as services.  In addition, we have an strong Asset management portfolio to discover and reuse assets to support the software delivery processThe above 3 features are available today, as part our support of SOA.  Rational has recently introduce two new capabilities to enable the building of a software factory.Agile process for just-in-time production:Automated oversight
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Difficult times present opportunities to 
companies that can adapt quickly

 IT frequently inhibits flexibility

Rational Enterprise Modernization solutions 
deliver flexibility

A software factory puts it all together with
 Flexible & agile processes  
 Automation across the software lifecycle
 Use of standardized components  
 Optimized tooling that aligns with roles
 Continuous measurement & improvement
 Predictable outcomes

Rational Enterprise Modernization Solutions
Lowering the cost of multi-platform application development and delivery

Get started today.  We can help!
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Major points:Enterprise Modernization Solutions are based on the IBM Rational Software Delivery Platform. You can start at any phase of the modernization lifecycleYou can start with the Application focus areas and implement solutions to help with Application understanding, requirements, architecture and quality. You can start with the People focus areas and implement solutions to help with skills and productivity of your IT staffOr you may choose to start with Team focus area and implement solutions to help with Software configuration, change and release and overall project management.Speaker notesIBM RSDP offerings consists of an array of products, services, and best practices. This open, modular, and proven solution spans the entire software and systems delivery lifecycle:IBM RSDP comprises products in five lifecycle categories and provides the basis for a set of targeted solutions such as Enterprise ModernizationProject and Portfolio Management help align business goals, best practices, and projects for improved productivity and predictability.Requirements Management help you define and manage requirements, and provide traceability and alignment with business processes. Architecture Management helps you model, design, and rapidly build resilient architectures for SOAs, systems, and applications. Quality Management helps you ensure software functionality, reliability, and performance throughout development and production. Change and Release Management help you Improve software delivery and lifecycle traceability, from requirements through deployment. Next we will look at some of ways in which IBM can help you get started
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Articulate 
Business 

Objectives

 Executive Services
 Schedule an Enterprise Modernization Executive 

Planning Session to define modernization strategies

 Application Modernization Services
 Application Assessments to:

 Develop Modernization roadmaps to resolve 
specific business issues

 Improve Application Quality & Performance
 Identify opportunities for business software 

delivery improvements

 People and Team Modernization Services
 Provide Implementation Services for Rational 

Enterprise Modernization tools
 Provide SCM migration assistance
 SDLC Assessments to:

 Improve Software Delivery performance
 Implement Software Delivery Metrics 

to more effectively manage the software 
development environment

Leverage IBM Services to get started today

Select
Practices

IBM IT 
Governance 
Approach

Rational Professional
Services

Measure Practice 
Adoption and

Business Outcome
Implement / 

Enact Practices
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IBM Rational EM ServicesExecutive Services:  Clients can take advantage of experienced senior Rational resources to assist them with determining appropriate modernization options for the resolution of specific business issues or planning proper implementation of modernization strategies.  Our resources understand the full capabilities and limitations of our technologies and can provide planning assistance to minimize costs and risks or provide IBM’s opinion regarding appropriate modernization strategy.Application Modernization Services:Application software modernization projects are typically the result of business pain caused by antiquated technologies and software architectural design patterns.  Our senior resources can provide clients with appropriate strategy alternatives designed to be delivered in a phased incremental manner to better manage and risk and costs.  We can also leverage our technologies to identify performance and potential quality problems.  Combined with IBM’s GBS organization we can tackle even large scale enterprise application portfolio rationalization initiatives to identify modernazation opportunities to impact business performance positively.People & Team Modernization Services:We can provide resources to assist with the implementation of Rational technologies to improve time to value and expedite implementation success.We also are helping clients better manage and improve their software development environments by providing SDLC Health Assessments.  With these services we will assess your software delivery processes and tooling to help you become more efficient and deliver software faster and more economically.
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 RDz V.Next
Support reuse of CICS v4.1 applications as services (tech preview)

https://www14.software.ibm.com/iwm/web/cc/earlyprograms/ibm/cicsts41open/

Integration with CA Endevor® SCM (tech preview)
http://www-

01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=3365&context=SSQ2R2&context=SS9KR6&context=SS2JX4&context=SS
2QJ2&context=SSSTY3&context=SSDV2W&dc=D400&uid=swg24022860&loc=en_US&cs=utf-8&lang=en

RTCz - extend the z/OS platform to support multiplatform software development and delivery on 
z/OS, Windows, and Linux, integration with RDz (tech preview)

https://jazz.net/downloads/rational-team-concert/

 Tech preview for new C/C++ and COBOL IDEs for POWER on alphaWorks
http://alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/cremoteide

 RTCz open & closed betas – try out the latest features for z/OS development

https://www-304.ibm.com/software/earlyprograms/surveys/cust/nomination.wss?id=875

 Improve your skills - preview version of online course to learn COBOL with RDz, at the COBOL Café 
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/docs/DOC-3129

 Free version of EGL, with Java & Web 2.0 support, available on the EGL Café in a few months
http://www-949.ibm.com/software/rational/cafe/community/egl
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The capabilities, the platform and the best practices can be customized to integrate into a process based on client needsJazz is…A scalable, extensible team collaboration platformA community at Jazz.net where you can see Jazz-based products being builtOur vision of the future of systems and software delivery, supporting globally distributed teamsAn integration architecture enabling mashups and non-jazz based products to participateAn evolution of our portfolio which will evolve to leverage Jazz technology over time
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Introducing an EGL for Everyone!  

• Simple to install, free to use

• Work smarter and deliver modern Web 2.0 applications 
faster and without the pain of JavaScriptTM or Ajax

• Extend application value with richer user interfaces using 
Dojo and flexible deployment with JavaTM

• Start small, do                 stuff

Register now to get notified when it 
is available for download!

www.ibm.com/rational/eglcafe
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Mandatory IBM Rational standard closing slide to be included in all external presentations.Learn more links:IBM Rational software: www.ibm.com/software/rationalRational launch announcements: www.ibm.com/software/rational/announce/Rational Software Delivery Platform: www.ibm.com/software/info/developerAccelerate change and delivery: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/scm.htmlDeliver enduring quality: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/testing.htmlEnable enterprise modernization: www.ibm.com/software/info/developer/solutions/em/index.jspEnsure Web site security and compliance: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/websecurity/Improve project success: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/lifecycle.htmlManage architecture: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/design.htmlManage evolving requirements: www.ibm.com/software/rational/offerings/irm/Small and midsized business: www.ibm.com/software/rational/smb/Targeted solutions: www.ibm.com/software/info/developer/solutions/index.jspRational trial downloads: www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/downloadsLeading Innovation Web site: www.ibm.com/software/rational/leadershipdeveloperWorks Rational: www.ibm.com/developerworks/rationalIBM Rational TV: www.ibm.com/software/info/television/index.jsp?cat=rational&media=video&item=en_us/rational/xml/M259765N40519Z80.xmlIBM Rational Business Partners: www.ibm.com/partnerworld/pwhome.nsf/weblook/index.htmlIBM Rational Case Studies: www.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/topstoriesFM?OpenForm&Site=rational
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